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South Dakota's 'Other' Borglum

PHIL KOVENICK

The monumental carvings' of the heads of Washington.
Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt, and Lincoln atop Mount
Rushmore-each symbolizing a notable aspect of this
country's history-will serve always as reminders of America's
greatness and Gutzon Borgluin's abilities as a sculptor of
imagination. Yet, many years before Mount Rushmore was
envisioned in the fertile brain of the colorful Gutzon, another
Borglum Solon Hannibal-visited South Dakota, lived and
studied among its people, and created works of art that were
to win him recognition on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean.
Unfortunately, Solon Borglum left no monument, for that
matter, no public statue, in South Dakota: his gift to the state
was of a different nature. This younger brother of Gutzon
took understanding and inspiration from his experiences that
are clearly evident in his many studies depicting various
aspects of the West that were typical of South Dakota.
Because of Solon Hannibal Borglum's art, people far removed
from the American frontier were given the opportunity to
view and study the real cowboys and Indians shorn of the
distortions created by the dime novels and other media of the
time. Although his creations have been overshadowed by the
spectacular nature of his brother's work, Solon was one of the
pioneer sculptors of the American West, an artist referred to
as "probably the most original sculptor that this country has
produced" by the noted author and art critic Charles H.
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Caffin, not only because of Borglum's suhject matter but
because of the uniqueness of his technique. '
Solon Hannibal Borglum's life span was a relatively short
fifty-three years. Duritig this period, several turning points
occurred that were instrumental in helping to shape his
future. None had a greater impact on his career as an artist
than did his marriage and a summer spent on the Crow Creek
Indian Reservation in 1899. The details of those few months
at Crow Creek with his bride are worthy of mention, but only
as part of the larger story of an extraordinary man's life.
Born on the raw frontier, in Ogden, Utah, on 22
'December 1868 of Danish parents who had accepted the
Mormon faith, Solon Borglum early grew to love the open
spaces.^ Riding, roping, hunting-these came to him naturally;
school, on the other hand, was too confining and, as a result,
Solon was a failure.-^ Because his father was a peripatetic
individual, the young man saw much of the country between
St. Louis and Los Angeles, all the while improving his skills at
being a cowboy, even to learning how to stock a ranchtWhen Dr. Borglum tinally decided to settle in Omaha to
pursue his medical practice and purchased 6,000 acres of land
in the rugged Loup River country of western Nebraska, Solon,
a mere youth, jumped at the chance to run a ranch in this
wilderness.
The years in the Loup River country served young
Borglum well He matured far beyond his years as "boss" of a
rugged bunch of cowboys. Of necessity and desire, the ranch
was run as a democracy—Solon realized that survival on this
frontier demanded teamwork. Together Borglum and his
"boys" herded the cattle, rounded up the strays, and shared
1. Charles H. Caffin, American Masters of Sculpture (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, Page & Company, 1903), p. 149.
2. Andrew Jensen, Office of the Church Historian of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City, Utah, to Frank Borglum, 28 February
1936, in the possession of Wendell Borgium, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
3. Arthur Goodrich, "The Frontier in Sculpture," The World's Work 3
(March 1902): 1858.
4. Ibid.
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those long, lonely days and weeks when the weather isolated
them from civilization. But when some cowhand violated
the rules, which were basic to survival, Solon meted out
the punishment called for. He disciplined errant hands
when the situation demanded it and acted as peacemaker
when the cowboys flocked to the town saloons following
trail drives.^
Genius cannot be submerged indefinitely. And so it was
with Solon Borglum. The urge to become an artist began to
manifest itself during those days on the ranch, particularly
when the winter snows prevented any type of outside activity.
Crude pencil sketches, attempts at sculpting, a visit by his
brother Gutzon on his way to Europe, and further art studies in
1890-each of these, along witb an inherent desire to create,
encouraged Solon to seek formal training in Omaha whenever
the opportunity presented itself. Slowly, but inevitably, the
young man was drawn more and more to art. It was not
surprising then, following words of praise by Gutzon during a
second visit made in 1893, that Solon decided to sell the ranch
and join Gutzon in Cahfomia. ^
|
Convinced now that his future lay in art, Solon spent
some time in Sierra Madre with Gutzon and his wife. Yet, for
reasons that are not entirely clear, he again struck out on his
own. First to Los Angeles and then to Santa Ana ventured
the young artist, typically low in funds but rich in enthusiasm
and confidence. In Santa Ana he rented a room for a few
dollars, put up a sign that his "studio" would be open on
Saturdays, dined on a frugal diet of oatmeal and crackers, and
then slipped away to the nearby Santa Ana Mountains to live
in an environment more to his liking. Here, among the Indians
and Mexicans existing on the fringe of civilization, Solon,
inspired, did much sketching of the scenes about him. Before
daybreak on Saturday morning, he again trekked back to his
room in town to spend the day.''
5. Ibid., pp. 1860-64.
6. Letter from Mrs. A. Mervyn Davies, Solon H. Borglum's daughter, 30
May 1970, p. 3 (cited hereafter as Davies Letter, 30 May).
7. Goodrich, "The Frontier in Sculpture," 1866-69.
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After a second week in the mountains, Soloti was surprised by an unexpected knock on the studio door. His
visitor, Daniel R. Wood, a teacher in a local high school, not
only offered the starving artist money to do a portrait but
brought other customers and became a lifelong friend.^
Because of Wood's kindness and the help of others, who
quickly noted the talents of Solon and were captivated by his
sincerity, things grew easier for him. Encouraged, Borglum did
many paintings, particularly of horses, and several pieces of
sculpture, as well.^ Yet, he soon became acutely aware of his
need for more ordered training and his thoughts turned to
Cincinnati and its art academy. Following a successful exhibition of his works, from which he made sixty-four dollars,
Solon with a free railroad pass from his brother Arnold, left
for the East in September of 1895.^"
The pattern was much the same in Cincinnati. Solon
rented a room and again oatmeal and crackers became his
regular diet. His bed was the floor, while his trusty blanket
did its best to stave off the bitter cold days of November.
Alone, the aspiring artist's thoughts were not concerned with
the temperature or the lack of food but with whether or not
his meager funds would be sufficient to pay tor instruction at
the Cincinnati art academy. Much to his amazement and joy,
he had enough for both day and evening classes. The studies
in painting and sculpturing proved fruitful, but the lack of
freedom and the absence of open spaces began to bother him.
Fortunately, near his room were the United States Mail
Stables. Instinctively, he was drawn to them. Open all night,
they became Solon's escape from the big city. Each morning
before school he visited the stables and studied the horses,
just as he had done in Los Angeles and Santa Ana. Finally,
after numerous discussions with veterinarians and opportunities to perform dissections himself, Solon, enforced by his
training at the Academy, was inspired to model in clay a
8. San ioae Daily Mercury, 11 July 1907.
9. Santa Ana Register, 1 Feb. 1922.
10. Davies Letter, 30 May, p. 2.
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horse pawing a dead companion. The piece was praised by
Louis Rebisso, head of sculpture at the Academy, who
allowed the young man to use his own studio. Rebisso's
assistance and the winning of some awards following other
works earned Solon a chance to go to Paris, the world's art
capital."
Borglum's transformation from rancher to artist of international fame was meteoric. Within five years of his ranching
days, Solon's sculpturing-he never again painted -was receiving favorable notices in the Paris papers.'^ Even fellow artists
were delighted with his unique talents and powerful studies.
Alexander Phimister Proctor, Augustus Saint-Gaudens, and
Bela Pratt all noted sculptors—gave hitn both help and encouragement it a time when it seemed that his return to the
United States was imminent.'^^ Fremiet, one of his advisers
and a master of animal form, once uttered, "Mon ami. You're
lucky! You lived, you had something to say before you
studied art." '"^ And so Borglum stayed in Paris, despite a
loneliness that was more acute than anything he had felt in
the United. States. He endured his new surroundings at first
because of a desire to excel; words of praise helped to ease
the pangs of being isolated in a strange country; and then
success gave him the strength to persevere. Through all of
these experiences, Solon Borglum retained those characteristics that were to remain his trademark: rare personal charm,
sincerity, and a dedication to America and its frontier origins
that was to dominate his work throughout the remaining
years of his life.
It was during his stay in Paris that Solon met Emma
Vignal. A mutual friend, Cletnent Bamhorn of the Cincinnati
Art Academy, introduced the young sculptor to the cultured
French lady in hopes that Solon might experience some
11. Cincinnati Commercial Tribune, 20 June 1897.
12. Louise Eberle, "In Recognition of an American Sculptor," Scribner's
Magazine 72 (September 1922): 381.
13. New YorkSurt, 27 Oct. 1912.
14. tiutionary of American Biography, s.v. "Borglum, Solon Hannibal."
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semblance of a social life while in the French city. The result
was almost spontaneous. His visits to the apartment of the
Vignal sisters became a regular thing. ^^ Despite their obvious
cultural differences—he being a product of the American,
frontier and she, whose life had been spent among the most
learned of individuals and the great works of art and literature, the daughter of a French Protestant minister—Solon and
Emma found in each other qualities that drew them together.
On 10 December 1898 they became husband and wife.
During the time of his courtship, Borglum had exhibited
several pieces at various shows with much success. His studies,
for the most part, were ones with Western ponies and
cowboys, topics with which he was intimately familiar. In
1898 he had sent two Western studies to the Salon. One of
these, Lassoitïg Wild Horses., depicting two cowboys about to
capture a wild horse, was particularly noteworthy. In the
following year, his Stampede of Wild Horses won an honorable mention. Now, with a wife and encouragement from
many to develop some pieces for the Paris Exposition of
1900, Solon decided to return to the West for further study,
particularly of the Indian. The time set was the summer of
1899, and the destination was the Crow Creek Reservation of
South Dakota.
The Borglums chose to visit Crow Creek for several
reasons. Solon was familiar with this region. Much of his
boyhood had been spent in Nebraska; later, during the early
1890s, his many duties as a rancher on the Loup River
necessitated frequent visits to the Dakotas. Solon came to
know Hackeliah Burt, pastor of the Episcopahan Church at
Crow Creek, and many other people on the reservation while
herding cattle, looking for strays, or just riding to see what
was on the. other side of the hill. Just as was true elsewhere,
his personality won him friends at Crow Creek. In fact, it was
Hackeliah Burt who approved the visit and also helped the
Borglums in many ways during their summer stay.^^
15. Davies Letter, 30 May, p. 4.
16. Frank Sewall, "Sculptor of the Prairie, Solon H. Borglum," TTie Century
Magazine 68 (June 1904): 250.
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A trip to the West had other appeals. Solon wanted to
show Emma his '*West." He had some reservations, of course.
What if she didn't like it? She, too, had mixed feelings.
Despite this, the excitement of the trip-for Solon, a chance
to return to a way of life he loved so dearly and an
opportunity to study the Indian more closely, and for Emma,
the desire to see her husband's world—overcame all of their
anxieties. After receiving approval from the American Church
in Paris and some needed funds from Emma's brother, Paul,
the two left Paris on 18 June 1899. '''
Traveling by railroad, the Borglums reached Chamberlain,
the last station before Crow Creek, at six o'clock on the
evening of the Fourth of July. The reservation was a mere
thirty miles north of there, but no railroad line extended in
its direction. Despite this and the fact that the public carriage
that made daily trips to Crow Creek was unavailable, both
Solon and Emma had high hopes of reaching the reservation
in time for part of the Indian celebration that started
annually on the Fourth of July and continued for two more
days. Although the couple planned to spend several months
among the Indians of the region, this three-day gathering
offered Solon a rare opportunity to study the Indians at a
time when they returned to the old life.
Solon searched for a horse and buggy, but none was to be
had. The residents of this frontier town in a frontier stateremember. South Dakota had only achieved statehood ten
years earlier and the population density of this region was
little more than two people per square mile—were living it up.
Good times were not that plentiful, and so each opportunity
to let off a little steam was exploited to its fullest. Although
everyone in Chamberlain knew that the Borglums would pay
well for transportation to Crow Creek, the thirty mile return
trip discouraged those few not busy celebrating. Dejectedly,
Solon and Emma went to an inn for dinner, still "waiting for
Providence to help" them. And Providence did respond to
their prayers.
17. Letter from Mrs. A. Mervyn Davies, 17 October 1970, p. 2 (cited
hereafter as Davies letter, 17 October).
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Just as the Borglums were finishing their dinner, a tall,
slender cowboy stepped up and offered them his services.
"Rattle Snake Jim" assured them that the trip would take no
more than four hours. The only problem, he added, was that
his ponies were not in Chamberlain. Despite this and the
lateness of the hour-it was seven o'clock then and would be
nine before they started-the Borglums accepted his offer with
joy. After his departure, Emma reflected about this stranger
in "leather trousers . . . , a black shirt, long hair, dirty face,
and . . . an enormous felt hat." To her, not accustomed yet to
men of the West in their environment, he looked like a
brigand; to Solon, Jim was just another cowboy. ^^ Emma felt
somewhat relieved when a rather respectable-looking man
asked to accompany them on the trip to Crow Creek.
(Ironically, this man was later arrested for selling liquor to the
Indians.)
Night had fallen when the small party left Chamberlain.
As the two Indian ponies pulled the rickety buggy into the
dark night, the varied noises—firecrackers, shouts, rockets—
from Chamberlain became fainter and the blackness more
prevalent. Emma began to wonder why Jim did not have a
light to help him see the road. When she asked him, he
responded with a roar of laughter: he had no lantern, had
never owned one; and as far as the road was concerned, there
wasn't one! As Emma was to learn, "We simply follow the rut
which have been made by the wheels that have preceded us
for years. In some places the rut is a foot or more deep. . . .
In the few months we remained on the Plains I became used to
those roads. They are only bad when you have to get out of the
rut." 19
The trip to Crow Creek proved to be a hectic one. in large
part because of the antics of Rattle Snake Jim. Apparently
anxious to reach the reservation and return in time for more
18. Emma Vignal Borglum, "The Experience at Crow Creek, A Sioux Indian
Reservation at South Dakota," p. 1, in Solon H. Borglum Papers, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C. (cited hereafter as Emma Borglum Journal). The
original journal is in French and was translated by Emma Bor¿um, not by Linda
Borglum, as the Library of Congress English copy indicates.
19. Ibid.
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celebration, he drove the horses hard, causing some anxious
moments among his passengers, including Solon. One of Jim's
typical maneuvers was cited by Emma.
We went up a steep hill, the horses are breathing hard. We arrive at
the top, the poor beasts will rest a little I hope. Illusion . . . the
driver whips them with all his might; then begins a crazy run, the
buggy jumps on tlie right, then on the left, sometimes it jumps in
the rut. Now we feel that road going down, fortunately we cannot
see the ravine which is immediately to our right. A jolt, a little
more strong and the back seat, on which my husband and I are
seated (slips) and we fmd ourselves tumbled at the bottom of the
buggy in the middle of our sacks of provisions. Rattle Snake Jim
stops his team and helps us to put back the seat in its place and
advises us to be careful as one of the back wheels is very
weak. . . . Then we continue our trip in the night. ^0

At another point, one of the horses collapsed from incessant abuse by the driver. It was twelve o'clock-three hours
since the departure from Chamberlain-and Crow Creek was
nowhere in sight as the weary travelers stepped down from
the buggy into a sea of mud to see what could be done for
the fallen animal. The mud, reaching the tops of their boots,
made it doubly difficult for the men to aid the horse. Jim,
who seemed more concerned about the money he might lose!
unhitched the animal. After giving the horse some whiskey,'
which the other passenger happened to have, and raising it to
an upright position, the animal-still trembling- was able to
remain erect. Following this episode, Jim decided to move
ahead more slowly. •^^
The rest of the trip, aside from Jim's constant use of
profanity and the uncomfortable feeling among the passengers
that they were lost, proved to be relatively uneventful. They
did quite suddenly encounter two Indians returning from the
celebration, but after failing to hire the Indians as guides and
getting some rather vague directions, their buggy made its way
north. Finally, at four o'clock in the morning, Solon and
Emma Borgium arrived at the home of the Reverend and Mrs.
Hackeliah Burt. After being assured that the celebration
20. Ibid., pp. 1-2.
21. Ibid., p. 2.
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would continue the next day, the exhausted couple went to
bed.22

A radiant sun set against a blue sky welcomed Solon and
Emma after their brief but sound sleep. All around thtni
spread the agency grounds and buildings, which were a
familiar sight to Solon but a distinct novelty to his wife. The
agency was located on the east bank of the Missouri River six
miles above- the point at which Crow Creek empties into the
Missouri. Its buildings stood on a broad strip of river bottom
about two hundred yards wide, flanked on the river side by a
large grove of cottonwood trees and on the east side by cliffs.
Established in 1863 by the Superintendent of Indian Affairs
for the Northwest, Colonel Clark Thompson, as a place of
confinement for those Indians involved in the Minnesota Wars
of 1862, the Santees and the Winnebagos, it evolved into a
reservation for the Lower Yanktonnai. Lower Brule, and
Miniconjou Sioux. These latter Indians moved to Crow Creek
following the treaty negotiated between the government and
the Sioux Nation in 1868, whereby it was agreed that the
Indians would be given annuities for thirty years and would
be fumished school facilities for twenty years and rations
until they were self-supporting. ^^
In the years since the treaty had been made, it became
readily apparent that self-sufficiency would never be realized
under a system that combined the reservation system reinforced by a paternalistic government. Thus, in 1887, the
Dawes Act was passed. Its purpose was to dissolve the
reservations by alloting the lands in severalty, protecting the
Indians from unscrupulous whites, and gradually making them
self-sufficient. Needless to say, the effects of the act were
disappointing. The shortcoming were apparent at Crow
Creek. In an area with subhumid and semiarid climate, with
land suitable for grazing purposes and not for agriculture,
neither the quarter section allotted under the act to each head
22. Ibid.
23 US Department of Interior, Census Office, Report on Indians Taxed
and Indians Not Taxed in the United States (except Alaska) at the Eleventh
Census- ¡890 (Washington, D.C: Government Pnntmg Office, 1894), 10:5/6.
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of a family nor the emphasis on farming pursued by the
government was a realistic solution to the problems confronting the Indians. Report after report from Crow Creek
reiterated the obvious futility of attempting to make farmers
out of the Indians. The report of James H. Stephens, United
States Indian Agent at Crow Creek, for the fiscal year ending
30 June 1900, was typical: "Agriculture.-An earnest effort
has been made during the past, and with absolutely poor
results, the lack of rain and prevalence of hot winds making it
almost an impossibihty to raise crops." ^^
In 1899, the time of the Borglum's visit, more than one
thousand Indians lived at Crow Creek. ^^ Although the reservation included several schools-the Crow Creek Industrial
Boarding School, the Grace Boarding School, and the Immaculate C onception School- and churches of the
Episcopalian, Presbyterian, and Catholic faiths, the Indians
literally remained wards of the govemment with little hope,
under the system then being used, that they ever could
become independent citizens. This was made dramatically
apparent to the Borglums during their visit. In her journal,
Emma wrote:
The GovernmeiU who has bought from the Sioux their enormous territory was at that time paying them Uttle by little. Twice a
month meat, coffee, flour, salt and even soap was issued to them.
These two days of distribution or "issue days" were the occasion of
little fetes. The families who live far from the agency come and
camp for two or three days under tents. The agency gets to be a
large camp full of life. The Indians dress up. The old women still
paint their faces red and yellow during these days. The girls put on
flowered hats, and multicolored shawls. At that time each Sioux
from the day ofhis birth to his death has a right to the same ration
which is issued to one of tliem on the presentation of a ticket.
They feast when there are many children, tliey cheat a little the
government in the declaration of a death which never happen before
24. U.S., Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual Report of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary ofthe Interior for the Fiscal
Year Ended June 30, 1900 (Washington, D.C: Govemment Printing Office 1900)
p. 374.
'
"
25. U.S.. Department of Interior, Census Office, Report on Indians Taxed
and Indians Not Taxed in the United States (except Alaska) at the Fleventh
Census; 7S9ÍÍ (Washmgton, D.C: Govemment Printing Office 1894) 10-576
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a day of issue. This system would hüve been good with civilized
people, but Indians are children. Kvery occasion is taken to make a
feast and distribution of presents. . . .
The lite of the Sioux was a succession of a week of poveVty
followed by a week of feasting, the week of issuing. The next is all
misery. Wanitcha! (nothing) said many times the poor man is
tapping sadly on their stomach. . . . It is not astonishing that this
poor stomach so distended one week and contracted the next,
suffers in 'consequence from it.^^
In the months spent on the reservation. Solon and Emma
were not only brought face to face with incidents that
focused on the sad plight of the Plains Indians but in those
first few days had rare opportunities to observe the Indians as
they were in the days before white domination. The chance
to witness the stark contrasts between past and present helped
give them insights into the character of the Indians that few
people possessed. Solon's art works that followed were mute
testimony to this.
On the morning of 5 July. Solon and Emma anxiously
awaited the carriage that was to transport them to the Indian
celebration site. Burt and his wife, appreciating their eagerness,
had the vehicle ready at an early hour. Hackeliah Burt's niece
drove the carriage. After what seemed an undeterminable
amount of time, the carriage ascended a bluff, giving the
Borglums an opportunity to behold a sight that they never
forgot. Before them, US if by magic, on the vast, seetningly
desolate Plains, stood a village of six hundred tepees fortned
in an immense circle. In the center were "horsemen with
painted faces and torsos, brilliantly colored clotheslJ plumes
in their hair, little bells and spangles everywhere. Their horses
[are] decorated as well." ^^
In the intense heat of a typical Dakota sutiimer day, with
not a cloud in the sky, nor a tree or a vestige of shade
anywhere, the second day of the Fourth of July celebration
began. As was the government's policy, during this time each
year. Indians were allowed to meet in large camps away from
the agency, and tribes of one agency could visit those of
another. The Omaha Indians were at Crow Creek in 18^)9
26. Emma Borglum Journal, pp. 8-9.
27. Ibid.. p. 4.
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The dances and ceremonies witnessed by Solon and Emma
that day were many and impressive. Each had its effect on
the couple; certain of these rituals inspired the artist to create
works of art that thrilled and fascinated thousands of viewers.
Such was true of the dance that began as the couple took
their place on the outer rim of the large circle that had been
formed. All spectators who did not plan to dance were
relegated to this locution. A semicircle of women was arranged inside of them and some drummers occupied tlie
center of the area. In her journal, Emma Borglum described
the Buffalo Dunce.
All a( once the women begin to move, singing u kind of qneer
refrain neither gay nor sad. on two syllables. With small steps they
udvance slowly sideways around the drummers. A chief gets up,
Uuns once around the orchestra dancing, fhen stops and makes a
speech which lasts a few minutes. He begins dancing again and a
few dancers join him. They all dance ihe same step, imilaling each
i[) his way, a phase ol' ihe buffalo chase; one bends himself and
seems to look for tracks on the ground: another runs; another calls
or signals. The women now and then imitate the neighing of horses.
This lasts a few minutes then all sit
^

Solon, who had lived on the Plains during the last years of
the great buffalo hunts, recalled that in the dance "the
hunters illustrate what they had gone through in the chase
. . . . they use pantoinine. Steailhily they describe the sneaking
process of stalking gatiie and dragging it home. They describe
how they fell into the water and were nearly killed-anything
to enhance their prowess in the eyes of the people. The dance
is kept up to the monotonous beating of the tom-tom."^'*
Excerpts from the journal of Hnima Borglum tell vividly
whiit followed.
A warrior gets up-makes a speech. These speeches are always
exhortations to courage, addressed to the yoimg braves, or then the
story of a great deed (generally very exaggerated) the hero of which
is ihe one who is telling it. So speech succeed speech and the dance
t(i the speeches. The enthusiasm gels higli and the ytiiing men bring
presents WIKI are to be distributed to the guests.
That da\, in front of us, 34 horses were . . . given as gifts.
28. Ibid.
29. Solon H. Borglum, "Our Vanishing Types," The Youth's Companion K4,
no. 47 (24 Novemticr I»H()): 654.
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embroidered bags, blankets of rich colors, mocassins embroidered
with porcupine quills or beads. When the generosity seems to
weaken, the chiefs have a means of waking it! They take children,
pretty girls, one after the other, put them in the center near -the
musicians and the parents redeem them with precious things. The
mothers generally will take off their bright shawls (it is a very small
sacrifice by this extrmem [sic] hejt). If tJie offer is not judged
good enough the father will give his knife, or some eagle feathers to
make the-difference. During this gift giving the dance continues.
The prairie resounds with the gallop of horses. . . . Races with
saddles, races without saddles. Jockeys and horses are very beautiful—full of color and fire. The young men who are very young, have
few clothes and are bare-lieaded, tlieir long black hair flies in the
wind. The horses are Indian ponies. Small, thin, but very active;
their hair is shiny. Nothing marks the point of start, neither the
point of arrival. In spite of this the Indian do not make any mistake
and all know who the winner is-a little piece of gress [sic] higher
than the rest will serve as starting place. ^"^
After the excitement of the horse race had subsided and
various other activities had ended, twelve oxen, a present
from the government, were brought into the center of the
camp. Mrs. Borglum considered what took place much more
sporting than an earlier pigeon shoot.

,

An old hunter is chosen to kill them in the Indian way. These
oxen are brought in the middle of the camp. Three or four men
keep tlieni in 'a given space. Another man must keep them moving
and he begins to stampede them. The hunter is placed 40 or 50
yards away; he chooses the animal which he will shoot. Wlien the
movement of the front leg bares the place of the heart, we hear the
shot, the ox walks a few steps and we think that the hunter has
missed. Yet in a second the oxen is down. He struggles a minute
and all is over. The hunter has already chosen another animal which
he kills in the same way. Only three times a second shot was
necessary. Each oxen is cut in pieces at once. The women approach
theni-take with them in a piece of cloth the share of their family.
We see them going to their tents, each having her load of meat on
her back, while the men smoke with ati impassible air.'^'

Emma agreed with Solon that the male Indian was not
lazy. Stripped of his responsibility as protector, no longer able
to hunt for food or steal it from other tribes, the once proud
30. Emma Borglum Journal, pp. 4-5.
31. Ibid., 5.
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warrior of the Plains had Uttle left to do. Yet, since he
needed to retain his self-respect, it was inconceivable to
expect him to lower himself to do woman's work.
Near midnight everyone retired to their tepees. Almost
immediately both Solon and Emma fell asleep, only to be
awakened by "moans, laments, then shrill cries, noises like
hooting owls make, then sobs," intermingled with a profusion
of men's and women's voices. ^^ For a short time, the eerie
sounds sent chills through the visitors to the camp. Then,
perhaps because they had grown accustomed to many strange
noises during the day, Solon and Emma relaxed.^-' The noises
continued until the next morning.
With the morning sun. Reverend Burt and his wife arrived
from the a'gehcy to see how'the couple was doing. In answer
to the Borglynls' inquiry about the sounds. Burt informed
them that a yourig girl with a serious illness had died during
the night and her family was performing the ceremonial rites.
Before they left the reservation that summer, Solon and
Emma assisted at eleven funerals of children and young
people. ^^ Burial on ihe Plains, a study by the artist showing
two Indian women-one standing erect and the other reclining
near the feet of the first—mourning over the loss of a loved
one, resulted from these deeply moving experiences.
Although the Indians were cordial, still they remained
somewhat aloof from the Borglums during the tlrst day of
their visit. It was not until Hackeliah Burt introduced the
couple to several of the prominent chiefs, particularly White
Ghost, that they began to feel more at home. Burt, a tireless
worker, who had been at Crow Creek as head of the
Episcopalian Church there since 1872, got the Indians to pose
for Borglum and acted as interpreter during the many talks
Solon had with chiefs and other prominent warriors. As a
result jf this help, the artist acquired a knowledge of the
32. tbid., 6.

• • '

•

'

- •

- .

33. Solon had spent brief periods among the [ndians of Soudiem C'alifoniia
and had earlier visited the Crow Creek Reservation. Never before, however had he
been in such intimate contact with them. ,
34. Emma Borglum Journal, p. 6.

' '
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"On the Trail"

Indians, their most sacred rites, and exploits that otherwise
would have been impossible.
In the months at Crow Creek, Solon Borglum did many
studies of the Indians. Besides Buffalo Daticc and Burial on
the Plnitis, his strong, talented fingers and fertile mind created
other beautiful and meaningful pieces, each of them inspired
by a dance, an incident, or a story. Among these were On the
Bonier of White Mati's ¡Aitid. On the Trait, and The Suti
Dance.
The venerable White Ghost, most influential of the Sioux
chiefs, was a man of seventy-five at the time of the Borglum
visit. His tales of the great years thrilled the young artist. But,
it was a story told by Black Eagle, another old chief, that led
to one of Solon's most discussed works, Oti the Harder of
White Man's Latid. The incident took place in the early 1870s
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at a time when the old chief was a scout for Custer. In those
days, related Black Eagle, Indians west of the Missouri River
were wild and enemies of the white man; those on the east
side were peaceful. Upon receiving orders to check on the
activities of the hostile Indians. Black Eagle swam his horse
across the river and rode to a spot high enough to observe the
enemy. At first unnoticed, he finally was discovered by a
hostile Indian and was forced to kill him. He captured the
black eagle feather from his pony's tail and barely escaped
across the Missouri. The trophy assured him the name "Black
Eagle."
Solon Borglum did a study of Black Eagle as he peered at
the enemy camp from his position high atop a bluff. With his
horse standing above him, the Indian is shown with his hand
below rather than above his eyes. The placing was correct,
although other artists might have been tempted to put the
hand above. Borglum's knowledge of the Indian and his
dedication to the truth were always tnore important to him
than what public reaction might be to his work. As Albert
Rothery, once an art teacher in Omaha during Solon's residence there, wrote:
Mr. Borglum's rendering of this shows how strong he is in truth. A
weaker man would have thought of public opinion and placed the
hand higher. The old chief insisted that was the way he did. The
eyes were looking down, so the lids protected the eyes, while the
hand, in that position, tiot only concealed a portion of the face, but
also separated the grass in front of him. He said he could see all
there was througli the small opening made in this manner.^^

Another of Borglum's works first modeled while at Crow
Creek was On Ihe Trail. It shows a horse being reined by its
rider because a rattlesnake is coiled next to them on the trail.
The incident that inspired this work took place at a time
when Solon, an excellent horseman, went on one of many
rides with the Indians.
Borglum witnessed the Sun Dance. Some years later, it was
outlawed by the government, only to be revived again in 1935.
Many of the tribes that performed this ceremony did not
35. Omaha World Herald, 15 Oct. 1899.
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include its tortuous aspects; the Sioux at Crow Creek did.
Borglum's depiction of this ritual shows an Indian, one hand
raised clenching a whistle while the other is by his side.
Standing nearly erect, with his face looking upward, one can
almost feel the pain the Indian is experiencing from the wooden
skewers imbedded in his ñesh. Despite his study of it, the artist
was not particularly fond of the Sun Dance. In retlecting on it
years later, he wrote:
This performance, or religious orgy, is got up by the medicine-man.
Those who participate in i1 are victims of his wiles. An Indian, let
us say, sees a vision of himself doing some great deed. He relates his
dream to the medicine-man, and that functionary promises him that
if he goes through the sun-dance he will be able to do the great
deed he has dreamed about; also, that he will be immune from
every harm, even death itself.
The ceremony is too horrible for words. The victim thrusts two
huge skewers through the ilesh of his chest. To each end of these is
attached a thong that is fastened to a post. He, if he would perform
tlie great deed dreamed of, must dance and whirl and tug at this
until he has torn the skewers through his flesh. Before die ordeal
comes, many back out; the relations of others bribe tlie medicineman to get them off. Sometimes after the skewers are put in, the
victim backs out, and the wood must then be cut out, since it is
against the law to draw the skewer out endwise. I have in my studio
the implements used in the last sun-dance the government permitted.^^

The dance, itself was a relatively simple one to perform, aside
from the pain suffered. The performer merely continued to
rise on his toes while blowing on the whistle.
The months passed very quickly for Solon and Bmma
Borglum. Aside from the studies he did, the artist reaped
benefits from the Crow Creek experience that were inherently
more important. Emma, once enchanted by Solon's tales of
the West, had in a few short months become as convinced as
he that the basis for America's greatness was the frontier.
Although she never took a liking to Western towns, Emma fell
in love with the Plains and grew to have as great a respect for
the Indian as did her husband. Solon, despite his strong
character and firm convictions, must have had moments of
doubt that the Western theme should so dominate his art or
36. Borglum, "Our Vanishing Types," p. 654.
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"On the Border of White Man's Land"

that his respect for the Indians should be so profound. Emma
gave him the reassurance he needed. At Crow Creek developed
a unity between them that continued for the rest of their
lives. Also, appropriately, on this raw frontier the first of the
Borglum children was conceived. ^'
While on the reservation, the Borglums met many
unforgettable individuals, both red and white. Mary
Blanchard, who spent eighteen years serving the Indians, was
godmother to Monica, the Borglums' third child. Yet, no
person made as great an impact on Solon and Emma Borglum
as did Bishop William Hobart Hare, "Apostle to the Sioux"
and key figure in the missionary efforts of the Episcopalian
37. Uly, the first of the Borglum children, was bom on 16 May 1900 and
died on 23 May 1903.
, . '
. •
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Church on this frontier for more than thirty years. At the
time of Hare's death in 1909, ten thousand Indians in a
population of twenty-five thousand were baptized members of
the bishop's church. Further testimony to this man's intluence
was the annual convocation initiated by Hare in 1873. his
first year as bishop. From a gathering of a few thousand, the
convocation eventually grew to more than three thousand
Indians by tlie early 1900s. ^**
During the Borghim's stay at Crow Creek, an opportunity
to attend the convocation presented itself. Although it was to
be held in Yankton, a great distance away, the two visitors
eagerly prepared for the journey. Both the trip to Yankton
and the gathering itself deeply affected the couple. Writing
years later, Emma said. "My husband and I belong by heart
to Bishop Hare's missionary church." ^^
The trip to Yankton, anticipated to be a long and
monotonous trek by wagon across the treeless Plains that
seemed endles^; because of the similarity of scenery everywhere, took on a new twist from the start when Reverend
Burt informed the Borglums that their tent at night would be
shared by a young Indian couple. Long Feather and his wife.
Emma's first reaction was embarrassment. Although she had
grown to like and respect these people, Emma still cherished
those moments of privacy with her husband. Mrs. Burt, aware
of these feelings of apprehension, assured her that the Indians
would do nothing to annoy them. The reverend's wife added,
"If anyone misbehaves it will be you!"
Before too many days passed, Mrs. Burt's words rang true.
After a tiring day, sleep came readily. Yet, at two o'clock the
next moming. Long Feather's wife began preparing the wagon
for a particularly long day of travel. Tired and somewhat
irritated, Solon implored her to go back to bed. Despite his
continued exhortations, the young lady went about her work
paying no attention to him. How "noisy, verbose, and illmannered" is the white, thought Emma, "compared with the
38. M. A. DeWolfe Howe, The Life and Lahors of Bishop Hare: Apostle
the Siou.x (New York: Sturgis & WaJton Co., 1911), p. 282.
39. Davies Letter, 17 October, p. 1.
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Indians." Mrs. Borglum did not imply that her husband was a
loud individual, but compared to the quiet, stoiclike Indian,
even the most mild-mannered white will at times seetn
40

noisy. ^"
It took the caravan eleven days to reach Yankton. During
this time, Solon and Emma learned much about Long Feather
and his wife. Pupils at the Hampton School, the young couple
had "taken of their schooling what they wanted and no
more." More than ever, the Borglums learned what a strong
virtue patience was for these people. "A lang pause did not
worry them," commented Emma; "they know how to wait."
Kind and courteous in the daytime, Long Feather and his
wife remained apart and aloof from the Borglums at night.
Solon and Emma ''simply did not exist" when the sun went
down.**' How well the artist already had learned this.
The weather changed dramatically between Crow Creek
and Yankton. Following several hot and windy days, the
Borglums were greeted by freezing temperatures when
Yankton was reached. Despite this, Yankton was worth the
long trip and its inconveniences. The Episcopalian Convocation,
headed by Bishop Hare, had brought together several thousand
Indians. Many had traveled great distances to attend the
religious meetings and to participate in the friendly exchange of
thoughts.
An observer's account o'i what took place at the 1905
convocation at Swan Lake on the Yankton Reservation is
typical of what transpired in 1899. The first days of the
convocation were filled with varying activities, such as meetings, singing, and reports, all with religious overtones; it was
not until Sunday that the true significance of the convocation
could be understood.
This was the great day of the Coiivücatiün in a spiritual way, the
previous sessions having been devoted largely to routine business.
The venerable Bishop Hare, who for over thirty years had been
ministering to the Dakota tribes, appeared early and with a kindly
smile greeted JII who approached him to pay their respects. . . .
As the gentle morning breeze unfolded tlie bunting at the
40. Emma Borglum Journal, p. 13.
41. Ibid.
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masthead of the flagstaff at the great temporary pavilion, the Stars
and Stripes spread out, while underneath the more peaceful banner
of the convocation unfolded its strange lettering. The Hag was
white, its inscription being: 'Le on Ohiya Yo; Niobrara Omiciye
Kin,' which in English would mean, 'In this sign conquer; The
Niobrara Deanery Convocation.' The flag was the keynote of the
day's proceedings, and around tts fluttering folds there was much
interest enacted during the day.
At 9. o'clock the bell in the quaint old mission church rang out
the half hour reminder, while at the same time an Indian crier, on
horseback, went the round of the camp announcing the morning
service. At 9:30 tlie clerical procession was formed, and numbered,
in vestments, in all ranks from Bishop down to helpers. . . .
As the tribes reached the large pavilion where the services took
place, banners were folded, and with reverent countenances the
Dakotas passed into the temporary church and quietly seated
themselves. . . .
As a general rule there was little to note as to dress. The men
for the most part had adopted the costume of the day, with
sometimes the retaining of the Indian moccasin. Among the women,
especially the younger portion, tliere is more to tell.
The old squaw was there in her best shawl of brilliant hue. Her
more modest sister was on hand in plain black or perhaps a dark
green plaid, both of which were very common. Others were to be
seen in prized shawl of porcupine or bead work, while many young
squaws and girls had advanced far towards the Sunday attire of
their white sisters, appearing robed in handsome changeable silk of
fashionable style and excellent make. . . .
. . . The first service of the day comprised the rite of confirmation, or laying on of hands, upon a large class of old and young,
among whom a blind boy was noticed. Communion followed,
hundreds of Dakotas staying for the sacrament. In the afternoon a
baptismal service was held at 3:30, and at 4:30 anotlier service took
place, at which a number of Indians were made Workers, the first
step toward clerical life; a nutnber were promoted to Catechists and
a few were advanced to Deaconship. At 8 P.M. the last service of
the day was held, closing with a number of addresses by white and
Indian clergy. . . .
Music was furnished by organ and comet, the latter proving an
excellent instrument to lead the vast congregation. The Dakotas
astonished the white visitors by their excellent singing; the Dakota
tongue is musical and soft, and the hymns were given much effect
and heartiness by people who only a few years ago were in a state
of heathenism .. .
. . . Custom demands that hospitality be extended to all tribes
attending and the sum of $600 raised for their entertainment was
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used up during the gatliering. . . . Complete absence of anything that
niiglit offend the most sensitive ear was remarkable. . . . '^^
An unforgettable memento of the 1899 convocation given
to the Borgiutns was a large, beautiful beaded bag. It had
been presented to Bishop Hare by an Indian woman. At that
titne, it was filled with dollars collected in her reservation to
help the work of the church. Solon and Emma gratefully
accepted the bag and took it with them to their home. It was
but one of many reminders of an experience that left a lasting
imprint on the couple."*^
From South Dakota, Solon Borglum, taking the knowledge acquired during this eventful sutnmer and his many
previous years of frontier life, began to display works that
had first been done at Crow Creek or were influenced by it.
On the Harder of U'hite Mini's Land won him a silver medal
in Paris in 1900. In 1901. at the Fan-American Exposition
held in Buffalo, twelve small pieces, including the haunting
Huriul on the Plains, earned him another silver medal. Then, in
1903, Solon was given the opportunity really a challenge-to
portray one of the leading themes of the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition to be held in St. Louis in 1904: the progress of
civilization into the then unsettled West. Free to develop his
own ideas, Borglum settled on four groups. The Buffalo
Dance, Pioneer In a Storm, Cowboy at Rest, and .1 Step to
Civilization, which progressively told the story of the white
man's inevitable conquest of the frontier. The four groups,
known collectively as the Pioneers, were placed at the main
lagoon of the most traveled thoroughfare of the World's Fair,
the "Louisiana Way," and created quite a sensation.'*'*
Coupled with the winning of a gold medal for Snowdrift, one
of nine sculptures exhibited at the Art Palace. Solon
Borglum's reputation as one of America's foremost sculptors
of the West was dramatically reaffirmed.
Solon Borglum continued to create works of art that
42. Howe, Bishop Hare, pp. 286-91.
43. Emma Borglum Journal, p. 14.
44. David R. Francis, The Universa! Exposition of ¡904, 2 vois. (St. Louis:
Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co., 1913), 1:198-99.
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thrilled appreciative audiences. His equestrian statue honoring
the Rough Riders, in Prescott. Arizona, was particularly
noteworthy. Although some of his later works deviated from a
strict Western theme, the intluence was always present.
Honors were heaped on Solon Borglum; they culminated
in his acceptance as an associate of the National Academy of
Design in 1911. Yet, despite his achievements and his age,
when the United States entered World War 1, Solon felt
compelled to serve, acting as a canteen carrier on the iront in
France. The fifty-year-old artist was twice gassed and received
the Croix de Guerre from the French government, the citation
stating that "he has not ceased for several months to organize
foyers directly back of the first hne and even in bombarded
villages, showing the soul of an apostle." '^^
Borglum's services did not end with the Armistice. Although still weak from the effects of the gassings, he accepted
the position as head of the American Expeditionary Forces
School of Sculpture in France, Teaching so captivated him
that Solon opened his own school of sculpture in New York
City following his return to the United States in 1919.
Unfortunately, his years as a teacher were brief. Solon
Borglum died suddenly in January of 1922.
Appropriately, by Solon Borglum's bier was the still
unfinished statue of an Indian, entitled Aspiration. All of his
life. Solon searched for truth, for real understanding and came
closest to it among the Indians of the Plains. Just as
appropriately, Emma Borgium spent the last afternoon of her
life—in 1934-holding an audience spellbound relating the
events of that unforgettable summer she and Solon had spent
together among the Indians of Crow Creek.'*^
45. New York Times, 31 Jan. 1922, p. 12.
46. Mrs. A. Mervyn Davies, interview at her home in Wilton, Connecticut, 29
July 1970.
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